Category One: 10 years and Under

“The Night of Adventures”
The Brief
Night-time is the right time for adventure! All sorts of things happen at
night when the moon is high and the world has gone to sleep. From
smugglers and ninjas to detectives and treasure hunters – all the
interesting people seem to come out when the sun goes down! What is
the adventure? Who is involved and what happens? We want big, bold
adventures under the cover of darkness!

Requirements
We are looking for plays which are approximately 5 sides of A4 long and
involve at least 2 characters. Plays should be no longer than 15 sides of
A4 and contain no more than 4 characters.

Entry Criteria
Writers must not be older than 10 years of age at the time of their
submission.
All submissions from those aged less than 16 years must include the
name and contact details of their parent/guardian. We encourage all
writers under 16 to seek permission to enter from their parent/guardian
before entering.

The Deadline
All submissions must be with us by 9pm on April 7th 2019. No late
entries will be accepted.

How to Submit
Submissions must be e-mailed to: madapplecollective@gmail.com
All submissions must include the following details:

- Writers Name
- Writers Age
- Writers current home postcode and e-mail address. If the writer
lives outside of our postcode range but attends full-time
education within our postcode range, they should also provide the
postcode of their school/college.
All submissions must be received in one of the following electronic
formats:
- Microsoft Word (or similar provided it can be opened using MS
Word)
- PDF
We will accept scanned copies of handwritten plays; they must be
scanned and sent electronically in one of the above-mentioned formats.
No postal or hard copy scripts will be accepted.

How we will judge the competition
Each category will be allocated to a member of the Mad Apple Collective
management team. They will read all of the plays and, depending on the
number of entries, identify a ‘long list’ of finalists if necessary followed
by a ‘shortlist’. From the shortlist, a winning play will be chosen.
In determining which plays make it through to the shortlist and go on to
win their category, we will be looking at the following:
- The quality of the idea and its originality; we are looking for ideas
which jump off of the page and capture the imagination.
- The characters and their dialogue; we are looking for characters
which intrigue us and dialogue which draws us into the story.
- The layout and approach to writing the script; although less
important, we will be keeping an eye out for those scripts which
are easy to read in their layout and which appear to have paid
attention to our guidance notes.

Owing to the anticipated number of entries, we regret that we will be
unable to offer any feedback on individual scripts or rationale for
proceeding or not proceeding in the selection process.

